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Two feet to my left, the big 
three-blade Hartzell prop 
comes up to max speed, the 

arc of the tips blurring by at about 
480 knots. I let both props stabi-
lize against full power, take my fin-
ger off the electric thumb steering 
switch, slide my feet down off the 
binders, and feel that comforting, 
reassuring stab of acceleration as 
the Piper Aerostar 700P leaps down 
the runway centerline. It may not 
be as exhilarating as dropping the 
hammer on a ZR-1 Corvette, but 
in general aviation ranks, it’s like 
getting launched off the bow of the 
Enterprise. 

I let the speed rocket up to 100 
knots before adding significant 
back pressure to overcome the air-
plane’s natural negative angle of 
attack. The nose arcs up to nothing 
but blue, I release some of the back 
pressure, and watch the VSI rotate 
around to 2,300 fpm. This airplane 
loves big numbers.

Passing through 500 feet AGL, I 
relax more back pressure and let the 
big Piper accelerate to 160 knots. As 
usual, cruise climb is the best com-
promise. Vertical speed only dimin-
ishes to 1,700 fpm, and the Aerostar 

continues to climb as if someone is 
shooting at it. 

At that rate, it doesn’t take long 
to reach my initial assigned altitude 
of 17,000 feet. I let the Aerostar run 
out to max cruise, set power, and fi-
nally see 240 knots true on the Gar-
min 530. A few minutes later, ATC 
clears me on up to FL250, I lever 
in a little back pressure, and hurry 
on up to my final cruise altitude. 
(Sometimes, I can’t believe they ac-
tually pay me to do this.) 

Sure enough, the airplane scores 
the magic 261 knots, 300 mph, ex-
actly what the POH predicted. 
This is turboprop performance but 
with the comparative economy of 
piston engines. 

Back in the ’80s, when Piper was 
introducing the 700 hp model, I in-
terviewed NASCAR driver Bobby 
Allison, the launch customer for the 
new 700P and a confirmed Aerostar 
fanatic. That first 700P was Alli-
son’s 13th Aerostar. 

Allison purchased production 
Aerostar 700 serial number 0001 
and used it to crisscross the coun-
try flying to NASCAR races. Allison 
commented that he used to fly right 
on past some turboprop King Air 

C90s and B100s, though the tur-
bines were generally flying higher.

The Original Aerostar 600
The Aerostar was the brainchild 

of designer Ted Smith’s fertile 
imagination. Smith and Douglas 
chief engineer Ed Heineman cre-
ated the Douglas A-26 Invader 
medium bomber of World War II. 
Smith went on to do design work 
for North American (later Rockwell 
International) Aircraft at the end 
of the war. 

Smith designed the Aero Com-
mander line, all the way from the 
first Commander 520 to the turbo-
prop 690B and the Jet Commander. 
Finally, Smith laid out the configu-
ration for the first Aerostar in 1967. 

In addition to sheer, unbridled 
speed, the Aerostar design had 
a number of other talents that 
helped endear it to pilots of enthu-
siastic twins. By any measure, the 
original Aerostar 600 was an inno-
vative concept, powered by a pair of 
290 hp Lycoming 540s, but capable 
of performance that outclassed far 
more powerful machines. 

With a highly individual mid-
wing design; virtually all-electric 

IN ITS DAY, EVEN 35 YEARS PAST IT, 
THE PIPER AEROSTAR WAS/IS THE 
WORLD’S FASTEST CIVILIAN PISTON 
PRODUCTION AIRPLANE — PERIOD

ALL PHOTOS OF GARY EVANS’ PA-60-700P BY ANDREW BROADFOOT



systems (including fuel selectors); a unique, thumb-
controlled rocker switch for nosewheel steering; eye-
brow windows on the forward cockpit roof to allow pi-
lots to look into turns; and a three-tank fuel system (the 
center tank fed both engines simultaneously by head 
pressure), the Aerostar was nothing if not unusual. Its 
performance was similarly exceptional. No other com-
parable twin even came close in climb, cruise, and espe-
cially handling. 

The Aerostar was a six-seater, often relegated to five 
seats with the second-row left seat removed for easier 
access to the rear. To facilitate boarding the passen-
ger compartment, the pilot ran the left front seat full 
forward against the panel, and passengers entered 
through the built-in step on the bottom of the left dou-
ble-clamshell door ahead of the wing. After everyone 
was in place, the copilot climbed in around the back of 
the captain’s chair. Then the pilot slid the left front seat 
full back and hopped in. The pilot was required to board 
last, so he was the only one who could close and lock 
the door.

Sensuous Maneuverability
In flight, the Aerostar’s sensuous maneuverability 

was always a source of joy for those folks lucky enough 
to fly the type. Many years ago, I was fortunate to log 
about 600 hours in various Aerostars, delivering a suc-
cession of them both domestically and internationally. 
I made eight Atlantic deliveries, most to Germany, and 
flew two Pacific deliveries to/from Hawaii. 

Some pilots reported that the Aerostar did a great 
barrel roll. (Wonder how they knew.) A few pilots proved 
it. Just as Bob Hoover popularized the Rockwell Shrike 
Commanders with his startling aerobatic displays, a 
New Mexico air-show pilot, Jimmy Franklin, capital-
ized on the Aerostar’s remarkable control response. Roll 
rate was far superior to that of any other twin (except 
perhaps the diminutive, two-seat Wing Derringer) and 
pitch response was similarly excellent. 

Franklin painted his Aerostar solid black, wore a 
black costume complete with cape, called himself Zar, 

and flew a high-speed routine that consumed great slic-
es of sky and made plenty of noise. The aerobatics were 
limited to variations on loops, rolls and hammerheads, 
but Franklin’s performance was always a crowd pleaser. 

Adding Power
In 1969, Ted Smith introduced a turbocharged model 

(the 601) that added fixed waste gate Rajay turbocharg-
ers, controlled by a pair of additional throttles. The idea 
was to push the standard aircraft throttles to the wall 
for takeoff, then advance the turbo throttles as neces-
sary as altitude drained away engine power. This al-
lowed the 601 to loft on up to mid-20,000-foot altitudes 
and turn in max cruise numbers of 225-230 knots. The 
later 601P and 602P added pressurization with a differ-
ential of 4.25 pounds, and that provided an 11,000-foot 
cabin at 25,000 feet. 

The 601P continued in production through 1981 be-
fore Piper made some minor modifications in search of a 
quieter, more neighborhood-friendly airplane, the 602P 
(which Piper renamed the Sequoia). 

In 1981, Piper switched to a pair of 350 hp Lycom-
ings – basically the Navajo Chieftain engines – and 
scored the aforementioned 261 knots, though fuel burn 
increased from 36 gph with the 290 hp engines to more 
like 48 gph at max cruise with the 350 hp mills. The 
pressurization differential also was updated to 5.5 psi, 
allowing an 8,000-foot cabin at 25,000 feet.

Unfortunately, piston twins were losing favor in the 
general aviation marketplace, and Piper sold only 26 of 
the 700Ps before shuttering production on all Aerostars 
for good. 
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We asked the Aerostar Owners Association for some 
advice about the Aerostar. Here are the answers from 
association managers Burdella and Ken Bacon.

What are the most interesting things you’ve 
learned about this model in the past few years?

The availability of new parts for all models of the 
Aerostar are readily available from Aerostar Aircraft 
Corporation.  Additionally, Aerostar Aircraft Corpora-
tion continues to develop new enhancements for all 
models of the Aerostar.

What is the current market (in terms of buy/sell, 
prices, etc) for this plane?

The Superstar (700 hp) Aerostars are readily avail-
able. The turbo normalized Aerostars (601P’s) are in 
short supply. The normally aspirated Aerostar 600’s are 
difficult to find due to many of them were used as cargo 
planes in the 70’s & 80’s.

What is your advice to somebody considering 
getting one of these planes? 

Determine their mission and suggest reading the 
Aerostar Article “What’s Your Mission?” by Ken Bacon.  
This article is available at www.aerostar-owners.com 

What should they look for, and what should 
they avoid?

Preferred airplanes would be those currently being 
flown or have been flown in the past six months.  Un-
less you are ready for a project, planes to avoid would 
be those that have been sitting idle for several years.

What are the telltale signs of a good, used plane 
in this model?

An aircraft with a current annual, good log books, 
and all ADs complied.

What parts or areas are almost always in need 
of fixing or upgrading?

It must be remembered these airplanes are 34-50 
years old and smoking rivets are one example of the 
need for continuing inspection. Additionally, all corro-
sion issues need to be addressed.

AEROSTAR ADVICE: How to Source a Good, Used Plane

Theo Becker shot this photo of an Aerostar over Denali 
in Alaska (plane owned at the time by Thomas Bienz).Ken and Burdella Bacon’s 601P

Kevin Sell photo of a lineup of Aerostars at South Lake Tahoe.

Eric Lipper sent us this 
panel including G600, 
GTN750650, JPI960, 

and GWX70.



“Notice how level the wing 
fuel tank indicators are. That 
gives anyone who knows any-
thing about Aerostar’s an idea 
of how coordinated the latest 
flight was. The wing tanks are 
extremely sensitive to uncoor-
dinated flight and will show up 
almost immediately in the fuel 
tank indicators. Honestly, it 
makes me as a pilot more cogni-
zant of coordinated flight (a bet-
ter pilot) than I have ever been 
before. The Aerostar in general 
makes you a better pilot because you have to be.”

Advice from Thomas Cooke: Watch the Fuel 
Tank Indicators
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Working with Jim Christy, senior vice president at 
Aerostar Aircraft in Hayden Lake, Idaho, I did a video 
story for the ABC-TV show “ABC’s Wide World of Fly-
ing.” It’s always a thrill to climb in behind the yoke of an 
Aerostar of any description, and it was a special privi-
lege to pilot the Aerostar for television. 

I was also contracted back in 2001 to help Mike Miller, 
chief pilot of Cathay Pacific Airlines, to deliver his newly 
refurbished company Aerostar 700P from Hayden Lake 
to London in the UK. Miller went on to win the London 
to Sydney Air Race at a recorded average speed of 279 
knots. (The second-place finisher was a turboprop King 
Air C90B with an average speed of 253 knots.)

Design Glitches
Like every airplane, however, the Aerostar did have 

its share of glitches hiding in the closet. Originally, 
gear retraction was commanded by a pump on the right 

About the AOA
The Aerostar Owners Association offers the Aero-

star owner and those interested in learning about 
Aerostars a unique opportunity to tap an invaluable 
source of information concerning the care and feed-
ing of this airplane. The annual convention is sched-
uled for Sept. 26-30 in Charleston, S.C. For more in-
formation on the convention or the organization, visit  
aerostar-owners.com.

engine. If that engine failed on takeoff, retracting the 
wheels with the hand pump became critical, as no twin 
will climb on one engine with the gear down. For that 
reason, Aerostars were later equipped with an auxil-
liary hydraulic pump that was independent of engine 
power. The pump would raise the gear no matter which 
engine failed. 

As mentioned above, the Aerostar wing was designed 
with a slight negative angle of attack on the ground. For 
that reason, the airplane’s airfoil actually generates a 
slight down force during takeoff. If the pilot doesn’t ro-
tate the wing to a positive angle of attack for liftoff, the 
Aerostar will drive right off the end of the runway and 
continue into the next state if there’s nothing to stop it. 

Standard technique is to lever the nose to a positive 
angle of attack, then relax some of that back pressure 
after liftoff to assume a normal climb. 

Like many other aircraft, the Aerostar’s cabin wasn’t 
easy to keep ventilated on the ground. As a result, some 
pilots got in the habit of taxiing with the top clamshell 
door open. The left prop arced so close to the cabin, 
some questioned the advisability of leaving the hatch 
open because of the possibility of excising a few fingers 
during closing. Fortunately, most pilots couldn’t reach 
the prop tips.

Then there was the fuel system. There’s nothing that 
unusual about the Aerostar’s fuel system, as long as you 
understand it, but there are some circumstances that 
can cause problems. Each wing tank feeds its respective 
engine, and the center fuselage tank feeds both engines 
by head pressure. Capacities were 61 gallons in each 
wing tank and 42 gallons in the center fuselage tank.

If you experienced a total electrical failure with both 
selectors in the on position, there’s no problem. Fuel 
will feed normally to exhaustion. If you’re flying with 
both selectors on crossfeed, however, you’ll cut the cen-
ter tank out of the system and reduce total fuel quantity 
by whatever remains in the center tank. 

Without electrical power, you won’t be able to switch 
back to the on position and make use of the center 

Rob and Theo Becker’s Aerostar

Mac Rust’s Aerostar

Jim Hudgin’s Aerostar 600A landing at his private strip in Tennessee 
(Brent Hudgin photo).
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SPECIFICATIONS & PERFORMANCE

SPECIFICATIONS

Engine(s) make/model: Lyc TIO-540U2A
HP: (2) 350
TBO (hrs): 1800 
Fuel type: 100LL
Propellors: 3 bld/Hartzell CS
Landing gear type: Tri/retr
Max TO weight (lbs): 6,315
Empty weight (lbs): 4,275
Useful load–std (lbs): 2,040
Usable fuel–std (gal/lbs): 205
Payload–full std fuel (lbs): 810
Wingspan: 36 feet 8 inches
Overall length: 34 feet 10 inches
Height: 8 feet 8 inches
Wing area (sq ft): 178.4
Wing loading (lbs/sq ft): 35.4
Power loading (lbs/hp): 9.2
Pressure differential: 4.25 psi
Cabin alt at max diff: 11,000 ft at 25,000 ft
Seating capacity: 6
Cabin doors: 1
Cabin width (in): 47
Cabin height (in): 48

Max Cruise speed (kts–75%): 261
Cruise Fuel Burn (gph/lbs): 45/270
Best rate of climb, SL (fpm): 2,400
Service Ceiling (ft): 25,000
Stall (Vso – kts): 80
TO over 50 ft (ft): 3,080
Ldg over 50 ft (ft): 2,100

PERFORMANCE

Piper Aerostar 700P
All specifications and performance figures are drawn 

from official sources, often the aircraft flight manual or the 
manufacturer’s web site. Another reliable source of infor-
mation is Jane’s All-the-World’s Aircraft. Specifications on 
older aircraft may not always agree as several sources 
may use differing information on performance. 

Bill Cox took his first flight in a Piper J-3 Cub 
in 1953 and has logged some 15,000 hours 
in 311 different types of aircraft since. He has 
authored more than 2,200 magazine articles 
and was the on-camera host of the 1980s TV 
series “ ABC’s Wide World of Flying.” Bill is 
currently rated Commercial/Multi/Instrument/
Seaplane/Glider/Helicopter. He can be 
contacted via email at flybillcox@aol.com.

tank’s 42 gallons. The solution was simple: don’t run on 
double crossfeed. 

The Aerostar’s main gear uses an air-oil oleo suspen-
sion system, and the long gear legs practically invited 
uneven extension that could cause the airplane to taxi 
in with one wing slightly higher than the other. You’d 
sometimes see an Aerostar pilot (me) put his back un-
der the down wing to level it before filling with fuel. The 
obvious solution is to always fill the high wing first and 
try to keep the oleos properly serviced. 

Engine Options
Ted Smith conceived the Aerostar for a variety of 

powerplants — twin piston, single-engine turboprop, or 
twin jet. Only the multi-engine piston product made it 
to production, but both the single-turboprop and twin 
jet have been built, though not certified. Jim Christy 
of Aerostar Aircraft is currently flying a twin jet fitted 
with P&W 615 FADEC engines, and an individual own-
er has replaced both piston engines with a single Gar-
rett turboprop on the nose to create yet another single-
engine jetprop. 

As this is written, there’s a proposal afloat to certify 
the Aerostars with P&W turbofans. The original design 
was allegedly flight tested to 500 mph with no ill ef-
fects, so the fuselage/wing should be compatible with 
the higher speeds generated with twin turboprops. 

Certifying a corporate jet these days would probably 

bankrupt a South American country, though Christy 
reports much of the FAA’s flight test has already been 
done on the Aerostar jet. It’s important to remember, 
however, that Aerostar Aircraft, owner of the type cer-
tificate, still has the capability of putting the airplane 
back into production in the original configuration at 
minimal cost.

Predictably, all it will take is money.

“This is a 1974 601P with short props and Machen inter-
coolers. This was the second pressurized airframe. It was 
a factory demonstration airplane for two years then went 
back through the line and had the wing extensions added. 
It was delivered to my father by Ted Smith himself. It has 
been a member of the family ever since even though a lot 
of great planes have come and gone.”

Joel Champlin describes his 1974 601P

Aerostar Aircraft
www.aerostaraircraft.com
Aerostar Flight Training
pacific-aerostar.com
Aerostar Owners Association
aerostar-owners.com 

More on the Web
The Aerostar was also featured in the July 2017 

issue of Pipers Magazine. Visit our website to find 
links to read that issue.


